
THE CLIMATE REALITY PROJECT

WE MUST CHANGE. WE CAN CHANGE. WE WILL CHANGE.

Founded and chaired by Nobel Laureate and former US Vice President 
Al Gore, The Climate Reality Project is dedicated to catalyzing a global 

solution to the climate crisis by making urgent action a necessity 
across every level of society. 

With glaciers melting, seas rising, and 16 of the 17 hottest 
years on record coming this century, we know humanity 
must change and act boldly to solve the climate crisis. 

The good news is that we know we can. Solar, wind, and
 other renewable solutions are becoming more affordable 
every year. And all around the world, countries from China to 

Chile are seizing the moment, working to cut emissions under 
the Paris Agreement and create a safe, sustainable, and 

prosperous future powered by clean energy.

At Climate Reality, our job is to ensure we will. Led by Vice 
President Gore and CEO Ken Berlin, we use twenty-first century 

digital tools and activist trainings to share the truth about the crisis 
and empower everyday people to become powerful forces for change. 

The result: nearly 15,200 Climate Reality Leader activists spreading climate 
hope and confronting denial everywhere from street corners to the White House. A 

growing movement of millions speaking truth to power and fighting for climate solutions 
at every level. A clean energy revolution accelerating planet-wide.

The road forward is clear. The power to change is in our hands. A sustainable future is in 
reach. Join us, and together, we’ll make it a reality. 



KEY INITIATIVES

•  The Climate Reality Leadership Corps: Advocates and influencers in over 100  
countries trained by Vice President Gore to mobilize communities for action.  

•  24 Hours of Reality: Annual global broadcast that focuses the world’s attention for 
one day on the truth, scope, and scale of the climate crisis across continents.  

•  Climate action campaigns: US and branch offices in strategic  
countries work to advance pro-climate policies and strengthen 
national commitments to action.  

•  Climate Reality chapters: Local activist networks in key  
regions fight the Trump Administration’s fossil fuel 
agenda and build support for clean energy solutions.

•  US climate campaigns: Activist networks in pivotal  
states build strong popular support for clean  
energy solutions and other pro-climate policies.

•  100% Committed: Activists partner with cities,  
communities, businesses, and universities to  
help them transition to 100 percent renewable  
electricity.   

•  Pricing Pollution™: Community activists work for 
state-level carbon-pricing initiatives that create 
fair energy solutions and ensure big polluters pay for 
climate destruction. 

•  Climate Speakers Network: Building a more  
diverse movement by training faith, business,  
and cultural community leaders as trusted  
messengers on climate.   

JOIN US AND HELP MAKE THE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE WE  
WANT A REALITY.

To learn more about The Climate Reality Project and how you  
can help, visit climaterealityproject.org.  


